Abstract-A novel family of low-density parity-check codes is proposed based on MacNeish-Mann theorem for construction of mutually orthogonal Latin squares. Codes from this family have high code rate, girth at least six, large minimum distance, and significantly outperform conventional forward error correction schemes based on Reed-Solomon (RS) and turbo codes.
be performed via fast and simple circuits (no permuter is necessary and the parity-check matrix has quasi-cyclic structure, see [8] , for more details). Such high-speed FEC architectures are of crucial importance in optical communications, and there has been a great deal of activity in this area. For example, Agere Systems (see Azadet et al. [10] ) reported an optical networking interface device with four parallel RS codecs, each operating at 2.5 Gb/s. Agere Systems (see [11] , [12] ) has also implemented a rate 1/2 block length 1024 LDPC code for optical networking, and Flarion [13] researchers developed codecs employing proprietary multi-edge type LDPC code of length 4096.
In this letter, a novel class of LDPC codes based on mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) constructed using MacNeish-Mann theorem is proposed. These codes have high code rate, large minimum distance, girth of at least six, low complexity itereative decoding algorithm and excellent BER performance. The performance of the proposed codes is assessed in a very realistic simulation environment (for more details the reader is referred to [7] ) that includes impairments originating from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, pulse distortions due to fiber nonlinearities, chromatic dispersion, crosstalk effects, and intersymbol interference. We show that the coding gain of these LDPC codes is significantly higher than the coding gain of RS codes of larger redundancy and higher than coding gain of turbo codes of larger redundancy, which makes them excellent candidates for use in long-haul transmission systems.
II. CODE DESCRIPTION
The codes proposed in this paper are based on the theory of MOLS constructed using MacNeish-Mann theorem [15] .
Recently [8] , we gave a construction of LDPC codes using MOLS. In this section, we explain the method of constructing the complete system of MOLS (adopted from [15] ) for any composite integer , which generalizes our previous construction [8] .
Let the prime decomposition of an integer be (1) with being the prime numbers. MacNeish and Mann showed [15] that a complete set of (2) MOLS of order can always be constructed.
The construction algorithm follows. Consider -tuples (6) since they are composed of nonzero elements of corresponding Galois fields, and for as well. Denote the first element as , the next as in (6), and the rest elements as (7) with combinations of components leading to (6) being excluded. The arrays of elements, MOLS, , are further formed with th cell being filled by ; ;
. (The multiplication is performed using (5) , and the addition using (4).) To establish the connection between MOLS and BIBD, we introduce the following one-to-one mapping , with being the MOLS and being the integer set of elements (points) (for more details on BIBDs please refer to [8] , [14] ). The simplest example of such mapping is the linear mapping ; (therefore, ). (The numbers are referred to as the cell labels.) Each defines a set of blocks (lines) . Each line in contains the labels of element from . These blocks are equivalent to the sets of lines of slopes in the lattice design introduced in our earlier paper [6] . Labels of every line of a design specify the positions of "1"s in a row of parity check matrix. Namely, the incidence matrix of a design is a matrix defined by if the th block contains the th point otherwise and represents the parity-check matrix. The code length is , the code rate is determined by , and may be estimated as . Notice that when is a prime power, the construction proposed here reduces to our previous construction [8] .
Finding the minimum distance of BIBD codes is difficult in general. However, it can be shown that a lower bound on minimum distance is . Example: For the number of MOLS is , and corresponding -elements are: , , III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS Fig. 1 plots the BER results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations with six iterations in the min-sum decoding algorithm for a MOLS (using MacMeish-Mann theorem for ) LDPC code with code rate (redundancy of 9.57%), and a MOLS based LDPC with code rate 0.888 (redundancy of 12.59%), constructed for . (Notice that here we use the definition of redundancy commonly used for optical communications; see e.g., [16] .) A WDM system with 40-Gb/s bit-rate per channel and a channel spacing of 100 GHz is considered. It is assumed that the observed channel is located at 1552.524 nm (193.1 THz) and that there exists a nonnegligible interaction with six neighboring channels. The influence of optical and electrical filters is taken into account as well. The dispersion map of considered transmission system is composed of a SMF section (of length 80 km), followed by an EDFA to compensate the fiber losses, and a DCF section to compensate both GVD and second-order GVD, as well as another EDFA to compensate the fiber losses in corresponding DCF section. Eight SMF-DCF sections are observed, and Q-factor is additionally decreased by noise loading. The average power per channel is set to be 0 dBm, and the carrier-suppressed RZ signal format is assumed. (The channel characteristics modeled according to our previous papers [7] are used to create samples fed to iterative decoder.) Using the expression (8) the bit-error rate of uncoded signal is converted to Q-factor to make the results comparable with previously reported ones.
The LDPC code of redundancy 9.57% significantly outperforms concatenation scheme [5] , while LDPC code of redundancy 12.59% outperforms the optimized block turbo code [5] of redundancy 28%. Notice the complexity of the turbo decoding algorithm is higher than that of a decoder based on min-sum algorithm. (Encoding complexity and the decoding hardware complexity of BIBD codes are discussed in [17] .)
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel class of LDPC codes, with high code rate, large minimum distance and girth at least six, based on MOLS constructed using MacNeish-Mann theorem.
The proposed LPDC codes perform very well in the presence of ASE noise, fiber nonlinearities, chromatic dispersion, and intersymbol interference. Since the proposed FEC scheme significantly outperforms traditional FEC schemes based on RS and turbo codes it is an excellent candidate for long-haul transmission.
